
Bounces and Rhymes Digital Storytime

This Is the Way We 

Start the Day
Tune: Here We Go 'Round the

Mullberry Bush
 

This is the way we start the day,

start the day, start the day.

This is the way we start the day,

so early in the morning.

First we smile and give a wave,

give a wave, give a wave. 

First we smile and give a wave,

so early in the morning.

Then we give a hug and kiss,

hug and kiss, hug and kiss.

Then we give a hug and kiss,

so early in the morning.

Then we sit down quietly,

quietly, quietly.

Then we sit down quietly,

so early in the morning.

 

Roly Roly Poly
 

Roly, roly, poly, out, out, out.

(roll baby's hands and then move hands out)

Roly, roly, poly, in, in, in.

(roll baby's hands and then move hands in)

Roly, roly, poly, up, up, up.

(roll baby's hands and then move hands up)

Roly, roly, poly, down, down, down.

(roll baby's hands and then move hands down)

 

Rickety, Rockety, Rocking Horse
 

Rickety, rockety, rocking horse,  

(rock child on lap)

over the hills we go.

Rickety, rockety, rocking horse,  

giddy-up, giddy-up, giddy-up,

(bounce on lap)

Whoa! 

(gently drop/catch baby)

Smooth Road
 

Smooth road, smooth road.

(with child on lap, move legs gently side/side)

Bumpy road, bumpy road.

(bounce child on lap)

Rough road, rough road.   

(bounce faster)

Hole!  

(gently drop/catch baby)

 

Here Is a Beehive
 

Here is a beehive,

(make fist with 1 hand)

but where are the bees?

(palm of other hand up)

They’re hiding inside,

(point to fist)

where nobody sees. 

(shake head)

Watch them come out of the hive.

1-2-3-4-5. 

(unfold fingers from the fist to count)

Buzzzzz! 

(“fly” fingers around)

 



My Little Red Wagon
 

(bounce with child in lap)
 

 Bumpin' up and down in my little red wagon. 

Bumpin' up and down in my little red wagon.

Bumpin' up and down in my little red wagon.

Won't you be my darlin'.  

Oh, no!  Something’s broken.  

Let’s fix it with our… 

…Screwdriver

…Hammer

…Saw
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Goodbye Song
Tune: London Bridge is Falling Down

 

Goodbye, goodbye, we'll see you soon.

See you soon.

See you soon.

Goodbye, goodbye, we'll see you soon.

On another day.
 

 

 

Toast in the Toaster
 

I'm toast in the toaster,

and I'm getting very hot!

(gently bounce child on knees)

Tick, tock.

Tick, tock.

(rock child side to side)

Up I pop! 

(lift child in the air)

 Wooooo!

 

Two Little Apples
 

Way up high in the apple tree,

(clap hands and bring them to the sky)

two little apples smiled at me.

(wiggle two fingers while smiling)

I shook that tree, as hard as I could.

(gently shake child)

M-m-m, those apples were good!

(rub child's belly or give kisses)

 

This Little Piggy
 

This little piggy went to the market.

(wiggle the "big" toe)

This little piggy stayed home.

(wiggle the "long" toe)

This little piggy had roast beef.

(wiggle the "middle" toe)

This little piggy had none.

(wiggle the "ring" toe)

And this little piggy cried

"wee wee wee" all the way home.

(wiggle the "little" toe and/or tickle your child)

 

Up, Up, Up, in the Sky Like This
 

Up, up, up, in the sky like this.

(lift child up)

Down, down, down, for a great big kiss.

(bring child down for a kiss)

Up like this. (lift child up)

Down like this. (bring child down)

You’re my special baby! (big hug)

 


